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Frame 1

Aditya broke the frame. While playing safety by Yasin, cueball stuck with centre pocket jaw, which eventually gave an opening, which Aditya turned into a 

break of 43 and missed a red-pot on top pocket. Yasin on a score of 15 missed red pot in green pocket. Couple of safety and chance to Yasin, where he 

missed again centre pocket red-pot after making 15 more points. Aditya took one red and missed straight black pot. In a tight situation, Yasin missed red-

pot on an attempt of making it double into centre pocket. Few safety shots and then Yasin got another centre pocket opening ended with a break of 10 

and snook to Aditya. Three attempts as masse gone as foul and in fourth Aditya succeeded. Further Yasin put a snooker behind brown ball, which costs 

Aditya two fouls. A double touch on brown ball leads Yasin an opening, which he ended by taking brown and blue and frame in his name.

Breaks

Aditya Mehta (PSPB)

- Maharashtra -

Frame

1

FINAL MATCH Match Score

Yasin Merchant

- Maharashtra -

Best of 11 Frames

6
Breaks

Frame

BREAK for 30 Minutes

Yasin started and after couple of safety, Aditya took the chance and made 20. Here he missed straight black pot. Here Yasin capitalized with a  break of 55 

and pocketed frame in his favour.

Frame 3

Aditya broke third frame, and in second visit he made a break of 38 followed with a safety. Yasin took a beautiful long pot and gave a counter reply with a 

break of 36. Here, he hide half the cue ball behind black and safety starts. Yasin got another opening for bottom pocket red pot, from where he made a 

break of 34 to take a lead of 32 points and 27 on table. After some safety shots, Aditya took yellow and tried a snooker, which eventually did not turned up 

and Yasin took green with miss on Brown. Frame went to Yasin.

Frame 4

On a score of 12 in 2nd visit of Yasin, while attempting a centre pot bridging over the bunch, he made a foul and shown a great gesture by declaring 

himself, which was not clearly visible to referee / opponent. Thereon, both the players made some meagre points. When Aditya was looking to take on, he 

missed a dicy red pot on a break of 22. A long red pot for yasin and he cleared the table uptill brown. Though Aditya took blue but not sufficient as Yasin 

put a snook behind black for pink, which Aditya missed and frame to Yasin.

Frame 2

Frame 5

After taking one colour by both the playes, safety goes on for nearly 10 minutes. Then Aditya opt for a hard long pot in green bottom pocket, which 

bounce back in top pocket same side. He took a blue and on missed the 2nd blue in green pocket leaving Yasin on an open table. Yasin crafted a break of 

37 and missed red pot from an orthodox position. Aditya further compiled 18 points and missed red pot on a very tough position. Here Yasin took the 

driver's seat and cleared the table with 30 points.
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Frame 7
Brilliantly crafted 43 by Yasin shown the inclination of end of the finale. Aditya got couple of chances, which he failed to execute. Finally Yasin made it thru 

and won the Alumni Club Snooker Championship 6 frames to 1.

Frame 6 Finally with brilliantly compiled breaks of 30 and 54, Aditya took first frame of the match.
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